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FIXITY OF TIME 

God's planned time was the first evidence he offered in his argument. 

3:1 To everything there is a season, , 
A for every purpose under heaven: • \ II 
A to be 
And a time to ie, 
A time to Ian , 
And a what is planted; 

:3:t,A time t kill, 
And a tim heal; 

3 time to break do n, 
And a time o uild up; 

time to weep, 
And a tim to laug ; 

"t A time to um, 
And a time to 

time to cast away tones, 
And a time to gather stones; 

time to embrac , 
And a from emb acing; 

time t 
And a time to I se; 

time to 
And a time to row awa 

ea 
And a time o sew; 

time to eep silence, 
And a time to 

time to love, 
And a time to hate; 

time o r, 
And a time peace. 
What profit has the worker from that in which he labors? 

-Ecclesiastes 3:1-9 

In this poem the motif of changelessness and divine control is applied to the widest possible range of 
human activities. The literary or comprises fourteen pairs of contrasts. The use of this double seven number 
helps to convey the idea of completeness. These contrary Imes couple basic human experiences and their 
equally basic osites. This de vice is usually called a merism and suggests that the poles that are stated 
mean to include every similar activity that occurs between them. The pair, for example, be born" and 
die" (3:2) embrace each major event, perhaps even each moment, in the human life cycle. The poem is 

' wrapped in an introduction (3:1) and a conclusion (3:9). 
The introduction establishes the theme of set or appointed times. "Season" means literally "appointed 

(NASB) as its use (Heb. elsewhere indicates: in Nehemiah it marks the schedule for the 
cupbearer's journey to Jerusalem and his return (2:6); in Esther it the calendar for the feast 
of Purim in celebration of rescue from the genocidal plots of Haman (9:27, 1). "Purpose" in verse 1 means 
"event,· "activity," or "matter" (see 8:6 which carries a thought similar to that f 3: 1 ). The breadth of the word 

(Heb. which may also mean "delight" or "pleasure" in 5:4 and 12: 1; also "acceptable" in 12: 10) is 
assured by its parallel use to "everything" in 3: 14 and to "work" ("deed" or k") in 3: 17. It seems to include 
all the major activities in which human beings engage under the sovereign wi I of God. 

The human component in all of this is made clear in two ways. First, terns in the catalog all involve 
human participation. They are not activities of the elements like earth, sun, ind, and sea in 1 :4- 11 . Second, 
the conclusion (3:9) centers in the futility of all the human activity involved i life as summarized in verses 2-8. 
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Most of the verses are self-explanatory, but a comment or two on some may be helpful: kill" (v. 3) 
does not mean to commit murder. Hebrew has a special word for that, as the Ten Commandments attest (Ex. 

20:13; Deut. 5:17; Heb. "Kill" might involve capital punishment as prescribed in Old Testament Law or 
the slaughter of enemies in the battles which marked Old Testament history in virtually every era. 

The meaning of (v. 5) be the most puzzling question. Some Jewish tradition connected it to 
the that follows and related the casting and gathering of to engaging in or refraining from 
sexual intercourse, "stones" being a metaphor for semen. But none of the other items on the list seems to be 
figurative, so we should probably look for a literal meaning. A more reasonable suggestion connects the 
casting of stones with the ancient practice of rendering a field useless to an enemy by covering it with 
stones-a form of scorched earth policy (2 Kin. 3: 19, 25). The gathering of stones is best illustrated in Isaiah's 
song of the vineyard (5: 1-2), which describes the clearing of stony ground and the use of the stones for a 
watchtower and winepress. Though walls and shady shelters are not mentioned, they could well be included 
in the constructive use of stones. 

gain" (lit. "to seek") and lose" (lit. "to destroy") in verse 6 probably take us into the realm of 
economics (see 11: 1-2) and refer to investments in goods or real estate. As I write this, the volatility of world 
stock and oil prices gives this interpretation a particular relevance and reminds us of how little we can do 
about such things. 

"To and "to sew" (v. 7) ma escribe the beginning and ending of when garments 
are first ripped (see Job 2:12) and then mend ore likely it speaks of the house hold actiyjtjes of 
sewing clothes for the family and tearing them into rags when they are worn ou or outgrown. 

In line after line, the wise man reviewed life's most basic experiences and deepest emotions and 
concluded that each has its set time. From the universal experience of birth and death to the practices of 
harvest, from the delights and restraints of friendship to the waging of war and the pursuit of peace-the 
Teacher covered the vents in human life. 

His conclusion was bleak: 

profit has the worker from that in which he labors? 

-Ecclesiastes 3:9 

gray conclusio us understand Koheleth's point. The whole range of life is beyond human 
control, though by nature we have to share in these activities. Our toil is basically profitless because God has 
so planned and controlled the events our lives that all our efforts make almost no significant change. 

/ ,3 This conclusion leads us back to the guiding question of 1:3. The answer expected is resoundingly 
negative-"None, none at all." The Second Demonstration brings no more encouragement than did the Fir t 
with its fruitless "royal experiment." of wisdom puzzles {1:12-18 the inability of 

: pleasure to ultimate meaning 1-11) the intrusive and arbitrary presence for wise and fool 
;_ ( t Ii - , relentless fixity of times and seasons (3: 1-8)-ttt!ese all conspire to block endeavors 

1 (). unravel life' mysteries and reweave them in clear, bright patterns. 
announced Koheleth, not ours. We live in time, conscious of it virtual! every minute, ut it 

planned time that dictates our important activities and significant events. 
November 22, 1963, is an da for those of us old enough to remember. I was entertaining a 

distinguished European scholar at Fuller during the first year of my presidency. He had completed his morning 
lecture, and we stopped in my office on the way to lunch. Inez's face was blanched and her lips taut as she 
relayed th n w h John F. Kennedy had just been in Dallas and was on is ay to 

Hospital. the ent1re nation ere overwhelmed by an event over which n 
to have cont learned that day, the President had to cite the words o_f 

cclesiastes' poem as part of his addre s. That irony has etched in my purpose of the poem . twas 
to eocourage Koheleth's students o t as thou had full freedom 

which was probably to be Mr. Kennedy's point. he preacher's aim, o 
cce ' sons and not t fi ht against the divine o he calendar. 

The oint of the illus rat on is not to blame God fo a tra ic 
o uma o . aI y we face t e possibility o d1sas er, given the impact of the Fall on 

creation, the rebellion of the human spirit, and the presence of the demonic in persons and organizations. 
Vi ila do what we can and trust in God to make sense of circumstan I-these are 

Our restrictions were a major theme of the Preacher's argument, along with God's planned 
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// I have seen the God-given task with which the sons of men are to be occupied. He has made 
everything beautiful in its time. Also He has put eternity in their hearts, except that no one can find out 
the work that God does from beginning to end. 

-Ecclesiastes 3:10-11 

Our ignorance of God's ways-this is the vexing problem. God controls our times, but He has not told us 
how and why. We walk in the dark, merely submitting to what God has determined, blind to His purposes, 
lame in our efforts to cooperate. 

Koheleth again describes the process by which he scrutinized and contemplates the ways of God with the 
human family (v. 10). The context seems to link this investigation to the events and activities described in the 
poem 2-8)-human interaction with divinely ordered times and seasons (v. 1). His process is familiar to 
us (1:13-14; 2:11, 13). He peers over the shoulders of the best people (on of men," see 1:13) he can 
find, desperate to discover a correlation between what they do and what happens to them. have 
seen" (3: 1 O; Heb. see 1: 14) describes the method, and task" its object. All these terms are 

familiar to us. The "task" (on the noun and its verb see 1:13) is life's true business, described in 
the First Demonstration: seek and search out by wisdom all that is done under heaven" (1:13). It is not an 
optional human effort like shuffleboard or Scrabble.™ "God-given" describes both its possibility and necessity. 
(For the sovereign grace conveyed by the verb "give," see 1: 13.) Because we are made in God's image we 
can try to probe life's depths and have enough success at it to know we have not done it well. Lesser 
creatures would not be able to recognize even that, just as an ignoramus would not be able to tell whether the 
world was laughing with him or at him. A certain level of discernment is required to tell which. And because we 
are God's stewards made in God's image, we have to try. Part of our task as those commissioned to tend 
God's garden and fill the earth with people who will worship him (Gen. 1:28; 2:15) is to wrestle with how and 
why life works. 

God's ways are good- has made everything beautiful in its time" (v. 11 )-so proposes the Preacher. 

We must read this text in terms of its context. "Everything" (Heb. stands first in the sentence for 
emphasis and reaches back to everything" in the introduction to the poem (3: 1 ); its scope is the opposites 

in life sketched in verses 2-8. "Beautiful" (Heb. may mean "pretty" or "handsome" (see Song 1 :15-
16), but here as in Ecclesiastes 5: 17 it should be translated "appropriate, proper." ."Its time" ties back to the 
repetitive use of the word in 3:1-8. This means that ·every-thing" speaks not of creation but of divine activities 
in human lives. The whole line then is a summary of the message of the poem and is remarkable evidence of 
Koheleth's positive attitude toward God's sovereignty. 

Yet God has done something to tangle the matter: "He has put eternity into their hearts." This is a difficult 
line to interpret. What it seems to mean is that has placed a at toe We 
are made to be c rious over ur estiny, to about our fate, to where is 

Yet we can do so little about ,t. That was where the frustration sharpened for Ecclesiastes. Within 
humankind ("their'' = "sons of men" in v. 10) isj he to know the that there , 

have no ca · · tis a sharp thirst beyond our power to quench. We yearn to be 
free enough to contribute to our destiny; we sense that there is a destiny that needs shaping yet we do not 
have the freedom to do much about it, because God is the One who determines the times of our life. 

This interpretation deliberately chooses "eternity" as the correct understanding of Hebrew Other 
readings include "world, "love of the world" (Gordis, pp. 221-22), and "ignorance," based on a root "to 

hide" (see Heb. a passive form of which occurs as "secret thing" in 12:14). "Etemity'' to Old Testament 
people was not timelessness or absence of time. They knew no such realm. It was, rather, extension of time
as far back and as far forward as one could imagine-"time in its wholeness" (JB), "sense of time past and 
future" (NEB). 

The tension then is twofold. On the one hand, it is a tension between the specific events that take place in 
the that God has set for them and the role of these events in the larger, longer stretches of time-the 
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"eternity" that gives these events their significance. On the other hand, it is a tension between our inability 
to out" the purposes of God and our strong sense, a facet of God's image within us, that there are 
purposes beyond our ken to be pursued. In verse 11 Koheleth introduces the Hebrew verb "to find, or 
discover"; its frequent uses in the rest of the book, e.g., 7:14, 24, 26, 27, 28; 8:17; 12:10, illustrate its 
importance as the key goal of wisdom-not just to "see" or "study" or "ponder in the heart" but to catch the 
truths about how life works. The tensions are aggravated by our hearty failures to discern these purposes at 
all. "From beginning to end," a merism covering the whole range of knowledge, describes the completeness of 
this failure. Koheleth's point is not that we cannot quite catch the whole thing. No sensible person would doubt 
that God's grasp of life's meaning is greater than ours. The Preacher's frustration is that we cannot truly 
comprehend any part of it-not the "beginning," not the not anything in between. 

OUR LIMITED POSSIBILITIES 

Where does all of this lea s? Our toil does not yield the profit we desire. Our struggle to understand 
e future is often empty, though we are driven to keep trying, by the sense of "eternity. at can we do th 

is useful enjoyable, meaningful, as we submit to God's determinations? 
The teacher answered these questions by pointing out our limited possibilities: 

I know that nothing is better for them than to rejoice, and to do good in their lives, and also that every 
man should eat and drink and enjoy the good of all his labor-it is the gift of God. 

-Ecclesiastes 3:12-13 

Full freedom we do not have, the Preacher concluded. God keeps the calendar of our lives. The red book 
that schedules our hours and days sits on His desk and is filled out by His hand. Our task is to submit to His 
determinations, but we are not to do this lying down. We do have possibilities for productive effort, for 
contributing to our welfare, for enjoying life. We should receive life as God's gift and make the best of it. The 
simple delights of food and drink and work come from His hand; they are tokens of His grace. 

The Second Demonstration (3:1-15), like the First (1 :4-2:26), has reached an impasse. We cannot 
fathom life's depths nor can we quit trying. Again Koheleth seizes the opportunity to put forward his alternative 
conclusion about dealing with life (see the chart and discussion of the six conclusions at 2:24-26). However 
frustrating may be the complexities of "time" and "eternity" the simplicities of God's grace are available to each 
of us in the work station and the dinner table. Joy there will help to ease all the pain we find else where. 

I know that whatever God does, 
It shall be forever. 
Nothing can be added to it, 
And nothing taken from it. 
God does it, that men should fear before Him. 
That which is has already been, 
And what is to be has already been; 
And God requires an account of what is past. 

-Ecclesiastes 3:14-15 

These verses are a coda, playing again the themes of 3: 1-11 with echoes of earlier tunes. "Forever" (v. 

14) repeats the note of "eternity" in verse 11 , using the same Hebrew word, "Nothing . .. added" and 
"nothing taken," recapture the strains of the fixity of creation, sounded in the poem (1 :4-11) and proverb 
( 1: 15) which hold center stage as the First Demonstration begins. This fixity entails absence of all novelty or 
innovation (v. 15), a motif for which we have been pre pared in the words of 1:9-10 in the opening poem. 

Two notes are added in these verses that seem to underscore Koheleth's theme of divine sovereignty. 
First, the repetitive, change less relationship of past and future is God's doing. That seems to be the gist of 
the difficult, painfully compact line of verse 15c. Though some translations inject the thought of final 
accountability or judgment (NKJV, NIV) and others find here a picture of divine compassion (JB: "yet God cares 
for the persecuted"), the context requests and the Hebrew allows a description of God's relationship to the 
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